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Mel Whaley  

Mel is currently the Communications Director and website master and has served as: Board 
Treasurer, class instructor, leader of three SIGs, and leader of photo shoots.  Mel was 
instrumental in marrying the Weebly homepage website to the current on-line membership 
database, Wild Apricot.  

When did your interest in photography begin? Probably in the service when I got my first SLR. 
I had taken snapshots before but decided to go to a bigger and better camera. The camera 
followed me around for many years. I took a lot of bad photos having never had any formal 
photography training. As I traveled Southeast Asia it would sometimes be months before I got 
to see the results of my shots. The immediate feedback wasn’t there for what worked and what 

didn’t. I kept at it and finally got a few good photos. I started to understand how to take pictures after joining Grand 
Photos. It was the onset of digital photos, instant feedback, learning composition and the exposure triangle.  

How did you arrive at Grand? The Air Force brought me to the 
Valley in in 1976 and I stayed when they were done with me. 
When my wife, Lyn, retired after teaching for 30+ years we visited 
some friends who lived in Grand, and they showed us around. It 
was the tour with our friends that took us through the Village 
Center, Adobe, the wood shop, and all the other facilities that 
sold us on Grand. We bought a house the following weekend, in 
October of 2004. 

 What do you most enjoy about Grand Photos? I enjoy all the 
people, the opportunity to go on photo shoots, travel around, share our experiences, challenge each other, learn 
how to handle the next challenge, the constant exchange of information, and watching advancements in 
technology. Working with people at the club keeps me going and nurtures me.  

How did you find yourself in various volunteer roles? I’m the guy who sits 
in the back of the room hoping someone else will step up and if they 
don’t, I do. When you’re asked to do it, you do. Treasurer was a natural 
fit for me, and I volunteered for that position. When taking over the 
website, we were in a transition from our old membership database and 
a homepage on Weebly to Wild Apricot. I was familiar with both systems 
and knew I could do it, so I stepped up.  

What is it about photography that has maintained your interest over so 
many years? It’s the technological advancements, the changes in 

programs and equipment we’re using. I enjoy experimenting with the new and the advanced looks that we’re 
getting. I also enjoy being around people and watching them grow with their photography skills. It challenges me 
to grow my own skills.  

What are your favorite things to photograph? Night photography, travel photography, and wildlife - birds in 
particular.       
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